The Targeted Bypass Strategy for Preventing Hemorrhage in Moyamoya Disease: Technical Note.
Although direct bypass is effective at preventing intracranial hemorrhage in moyamoya disease, the optimal strategy for achieving this purpose has rarely been addressed. The tailored targeting bypass strategy is a novel technical modification of direct bypass focused on hemorrhage prevention. The strategy is based on the promising theory of periventricular anastomosis, which explains the mechanism of hemorrhage in moyamoya disease. The strategy is defined as the use of multi-imaging modalities to predetermine in a tailored manner a target vessel at the point at which the medullary artery directly extends from the periventricular anastomosis of interest. Direct bypass with a wide craniotomy was performed on 13 hemispheres in eight patients according to this strategy. Marked shrinkage of the periventricular anastomosis of interest was observed in all but one hemisphere after surgery, and no new hemorrhages have occurred as of this writing. The present case series illustrates the technical aspects and preliminary results of the tailored targeting bypass strategy, an approach that might expand the potential of direct bypass in preventing hemorrhage.